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Children with reading impairments have long been associated with impaired perception for rapidly presented acoustic stimuli and
recently have shown deficits for slower features. It is not known whether impairments for low-frequency acoustic features negatively
impact processing of speech in reading-impaired individuals. Here we provide neurophysiological evidence that poor readers have
impaired representation of the speech envelope, the acoustical cue that provides syllable pattern information in speech. We measured
cortical-evoked potentials in response to sentence stimuli and found that good readers indicated consistent right-hemisphere dominance
in auditory cortex for all measures of speech envelope representation, including the precision, timing, and magnitude of cortical responses. Poor readers showed abnormal patterns of cerebral asymmetry for all measures of speech envelope representation. Moreover,
cortical measures of speech envelope representation predicted up to 41% of the variability in standardized reading scores and 50% in
measures of phonological processing across a wide range of abilities. Our findings strongly support a relationship between acoustic-level
processing and higher-level language abilities, and are the first to link reading ability with cortical processing of low-frequency acoustic
features in the speech signal. Our results also support the hypothesis that asymmetric routing between cerebral hemispheres represents
an important mechanism for temporal encoding in the human auditory system, and the need for an expansion of the temporal processing
hypothesis for reading disabilities to encompass impairments for a wider range of speech features than previously acknowledged.

Introduction
Reading proficiency relies on the confluence of rudimentary perceptual abilities and higher-order linguistic function (Schlaggar
and McCandliss, 2007). While normal reading is thought to rely
on an array of abilities, it is widely thought that reading-impaired
individuals suffer from a specific deficit in representing or recalling the precise phonological structure of words (Ramus, 2001).
This “phonological deficit” is thought to impair reading acquisition: if the mental representation of individual speech sounds is
impaired, then the necessary step of learning how to match these
sounds on to letters will also be impaired.
While it is widely accepted that impaired readers suffer from a
phonological deficit, it is not known what causes this deficit. One
influential hypothesis (Tallal et al., 1998) poses that abnormal
perception of rapid acoustic events present in speech (on the
order of tens of milliseconds) precludes normal development of
phonological systems since many phonological contrasts rely on resolving acoustic events occurring on this time scale (Phillips and
Farmer, 1990). Supporting this hypothesis, a body of evidence has
accumulated that shows that many poor readers are impaired in the
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perception of rapid acoustic events in speech and nonspeech signals
(Tallal and Piercy, 1973; Tallal, 1980; Kraus et al., 1996).
A second auditory-based hypothesis states that abnormal perception of low-frequency temporal features in speech and nonspeech signals (on the order of hundreds of milliseconds) additionally contributes to reading impairments (Goswami, 2002). In
speech, these acoustic features, known as the speech envelope,
provide syllable pattern information and are essential for normal
perception (Drullman et al., 1994). Supporting this hypothesis, it
has been shown that perceptual deficits for low-frequency temporal cues in nonspeech acoustic signals account for significant variance in reading scores (Goswami et al., 2002; Witton et al., 2002;
Richardson et al., 2004; Corriveau et al., 2007). It is not known
whether this impairment directly impacts speech processing.
Recent work has provided insight into neural mechanisms
governing temporal processing of speech in the unimpaired human auditory system. A mechanism for processing temporal information is the asymmetric routing of this information between
cerebral hemispheres (Poeppel, 2003). Rapid features in speech
are lateralized to left-hemisphere auditory areas (Belin et al.,
1998; Liégeois-Chauvel et al., 1999; Joanisse and Gati, 2003;
Abrams et al., 2006), while the speech envelope is lateralized to
the right hemisphere (Abrams et al., 2008). This model of temporal processing affords an opportunity to test competing theories of reading impairment. The rapid-processing hypothesis, as
well as theories of reading impairment that do not subscribe to
auditory-based phonological deficits (White et al., 2006), predict
“normal” representation of the speech envelope in poor readers.
Alternatively, proponents of syllable-level deficits (Goswami et
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al., 2002) predict that poor readers demonstrate impairment for
the neural representation of the speech envelope. To test these
hypotheses, we measured cortical potentials that represent the
speech envelope in a group of children spanning a wide range of
reading abilities and examined the relationship between reading
and phonological abilities and measures of envelope processing
in cortex.
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Table 1. Good and poor readers’ subject characteristics
n
Age
Nonverbal IQ
Reading
Nonword reading
Phonological processing

Good readers

Poor readers

p value

8
12.0 (1.5)
123.9 (19.5)
115.6 (5.4)
125.1 (9.1)
102.2 (7.4)

8
12.8 (2.0)
103.9 (19.5)
89.4 (6.0)
91.0 (3.9)
85.5 (9.1)

⬎0.35
0.059
⬍0.001
⬍0.001
⬍0.002

Materials and Methods
The research protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board of
Northwestern University. Parental consent and the child’s assent were
obtained for all evaluation procedures, and children were paid for their
participation in the study.

Participants
Participants consisted of 23 children between 9 and 15 years old who
reported no history of neurological or otological disease and were of
normal intelligence [scores ⬎85 on either the Test of Nonverbal Intelligence (Brown et al., 1997) or Brief Cognitive Scale (Woodcock and Johnson, 1977)]. Since cerebral dominance for language is often reversed in
left-handed and ambidextrous individuals, and many of the analyses
performed here relate to cerebral asymmetries, all subjects completed a
questionnaire to assess handedness.
Children were recruited from a database compiled in an ongoing
project entitled Listening, Learning, and the Brain. Children who had
previously participated in this project and had indicated interest in participating in additional studies were contacted via telephone. Children
were selected for this study to provide a cohort with a wide range of
reading abilities (supplemental Table 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as
supplemental material). Neurophysiologic responses were collected in a
single session, and measures of reading and phonological processing
were measured in a subsequent session.

Stimuli
Stimuli consisted of the sentence stimulus “The young boy left home”
produced in three modes of speech: conversational, clear, and compressed modes (supplemental Fig. 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as
supplemental material). These three modes of speech have different
speech envelope cues and were used as a means to elicit a variety of
cortical activation patterns. Briefly, clear speech has greater temporal
envelope modulations than conversational speech, and compressed
speech, which approximates rapidly produced speech, is characterized by
more rapid speech envelope cues than conversational speech. A full account of the acoustical characteristics and production of these sentences
has been provided previously (Abrams et al., 2008).

Neurophysiological recording and data-processing procedures
All of the recording and data-processing techniques used to describe
cortical representation of the speech envelope are identical to those described in detail (Abrams et al., 2008). Briefly, sentence stimuli were
presented unilaterally to the right ear through ER-2 insert earphones
(Etymotic Research) at 80 dB sound pressure level (SPL). Presentation of
the three speech modes was pseudorandomly interleaved. An interval of
1 s separated the presentation of each sentence. Subjects were tested in a
sound-treated booth and were instructed to ignore the sentences. To
promote subject stillness during long recording sessions as well as diminish attention to the auditory stimuli, subjects watched a videotape movie
of his or her choice and listened to the soundtrack to the movie in the
nontest ear with the sound level set at ⬍40 dB SPL. This paradigm for
measuring cortical evoked potentials has been used in previous studies
investigating cortical asymmetry for speech sounds (Bellis et al., 2000;
Abrams et al., 2006; Abrams et al., 2008) as well as other forms of cortical
speech processing (Kraus et al., 1996; Banai et al., 2005; Wible et al.,
2005). Cortical responses to speech stimuli were recorded with 31 tin
electrodes affixed to an Electrocap (Electrocap International) brand cap
(impedance ⬍5 k⍀). Additional electrodes were placed on the earlobes
and superior and outer canthus of the left eye. These act as the reference
and eye blink monitor, respectively. Responses were collected at a sampling rate of 500 Hz for a total of 1000 repetitions each for clear, conver-

sational, and compressed sentences. Neurophysiological responses were
low-pass filtered at 40 Hz to isolate cortical contributions.

Data analysis: measures of cortical speech envelope processing in
good and poor readers
The first goal of this study was to use established measures of speech
envelope representation in the cortex (Abrams et al., 2008) to examine
whether the speech envelope is abnormally represented in impaired readers, an hypothesis that is suggested in the literature (Goswami et al.,
2002). We defined “good readers” as subjects in the top third of the larger
group (n ⫽ 23 total; n ⫽ 8 in each group) based on the average of
single-word (Wilkinson, 1993) and nonword (Woodcock and Johnson,
1989) reading scores; we defined “poor readers” as subjects in bottom
third based on these measures (see Table 1 for descriptive statistics of the
subgroups). The following paragraphs describe the measures used to
compare between good and poor reading groups.
All data analyses were performed using software written in Matlab
(The MathWorks). Broadband stimulus envelopes were determined by
performing a Hilbert transform on the broadband sentence waveforms
(Drullman et al., 1994). The resulting amplitude envelopes were low-pass
filtered at 40 Hz to isolate the speech envelope (Rosen, 1992) and to
match the frequency characteristics of the processed responses. We calculated the frequency of maximal power, known as the modal frequency
(Ahissar et al., 2001), of the envelope of each speech sentence stimulus by
performing fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) of the low-pass filtered Hilbert envelope. FFTs were calculated using windows of 1 s and overlaps of
0.5 s, consistent with a previous report (Ahissar et al., 2001).
A previous study showed strong right-hemisphere asymmetry for coding the speech envelope in unimpaired children (Abrams et al., 2008),
and the current analyses were also designed to examine hemispheric
effects for speech envelope representation. Therefore, data are presented
for three temporal electrode pairs: (1) T3 and T4, (2) T5 and T6, and (3)
Tp7 and Tp8 according to the modified International 10 –20 recording
system (Jasper, 1958). The modification is the addition of the Tp7–Tp8
electrode pair, in which Tp7 is located midway between T3 and T5, and
Tp8 is located midway between T4 and T6. Two types of analyses were
performed on the data: cross-correlation and RMS analyses, resulting in
three measures of cortical speech-envelope representation. These measures were established in a previous study (Abrams et al., 2008). First,
cross-correlations between the broadband speech envelope and cortical
responses at each temporal electrode for the “envelope-following period”
(250 –1500 ms for conversational and clear stimuli, 250 –750 ms for the
compressed stimulus) were performed using the “xcov” function in Matlab. The peak in the cross-correlation function was found at each electrode between 50 and 150 ms lags, resulting in the first two measures. (1)
Phase-locking precision was defined as the peak r value, and (2) phaselocking timing was defined as the lag at the peak r value. r values were
Fisher transformed before statistical analysis. Finally, (3) phase-locking
magnitude, via RMS amplitude computation, at each electrode was calculated for two different time ranges: the “onset” period was defined by
the time ranges 0 –250 ms for all stimuli; and the “envelope-following”
period was defined as 250 –1500 ms for conversational and clear stimuli
and 250 –750 ms for the compressed stimulus.

Data analysis: relationship between measures of cortical speech
envelope processing and reading and phonological processing

The first analysis was restricted to good and poor readers (n ⫽ 8 in each
group). It is conceivable that any between-group differences observed in
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this initial analysis could have been driven by a
small number of total cases, and that there is in
fact substantial overlap between the good and
poor reader distributions. To examine the generality of the speech envelope–reading relationship, and to rule out the possibility that the
group differences were driven by a few deviant
cases, we examined the relationship between
cortical measures and reading ability across all
subjects (n ⫽ 23). To this end, we correlated
individual subjects’ values for the neurophysiological measures of speech envelope representation described above with standardized measures of reading and phonological processing.
The following is a description of these cortical
measures, each of which was subsequently
Pearson’s correlated with the standardized behavioral measures.
Phase-locking precision. Poor readers were
most clearly differentiated from good readers
based on the symmetry of their r values in the
compressed speech condition. Therefore, we
first calculated mean left-hemisphere r values Figure 1. Top, Grand average cortical responses from left- (Tp7, blue) and right- (Tp8, red) hemisphere temporal lobe elec(i.e., the mean of T3, T5, and Tp7) and right- trodes and the broadband speech envelope (black) for “clear” (left) and “compressed” (right) stimulus conditions. Ninety-five
hemisphere r values (i.e., the mean of T4, T6, milliseconds of the prestimulus period are plotted. The speech envelope was shifted forward in time 85 ms to enable comparison
and Tp8) from the cross-correlation analysis of to cortical responses; this time shift is for display purposes only. The “onset” period of the response is defined as 0 –250 ms after
the compressed speech condition, and entered stimulus; the “envelope-following” period is 250 –1500 ms for the clear condition, and 250 –750 ms for the compressed condithese values into the asymmetry index (R ⫺ tion. Bottom, Grand mean cross-correlograms calculated between the speech envelope and subjects’ cortical responses during the
L)/(R ⫹ L).
envelope-following period.
Phase-locking timing. Poor readers were differentiated from control subjects based on later
compared cortical responses between subjects in the top third
right-hemisphere cortical lags and earlier left-hemisphere lags evident
(“good readers”) and bottom third (“poor readers”) of the larger
across all speech conditions. Therefore, we first calculated mean leftgroup (n ⫽ 23 total; n ⫽ 8 in good and poor reader groups; see
hemisphere lags (i.e., the mean of T3, T5, and Tp7) and right-hemisphere
Table
1 for descriptive statistics of the subgroups) based on the
lags (i.e., the mean of T4, T6, and Tp8) from the cross-correlation analaverage of single-word (Wilkinson, 1993) and nonword (Woodysis for each subject and each speech condition, and entered these values
cock and Johnson, 1989) reading scores. Second, we reasoned
into the asymmetry index (R ⫺ L)/(R ⫹ L).
Phase-locking magnitude. Poor readers were most clearly differentiated
that if cortical coding of the speech envelope represents an imfrom good readers based on the symmetry of their envelope-following
portant factor for the development of normal reading and phoRMS amplitudes in the compressed speech condition in the two rostralnology, it should not only differ between good and poor readers,
most electrode pairs. Therefore, we first calculated mean left-hemisphere
but variance in measures of cortical envelope representation
amplitudes (i.e., the mean of T3 and Tp7) and right-hemisphere amplishould be able to predict scores on standardized measures of
tudes (i.e., the mean of T4 and Tp8) to the compressed speech condition,
reading and phonological processing across all subjects (i.e.,
and entered these values into the asymmetry index (R ⫺ L)/(R ⫹ L).

across a wide range of behavioral abilities).

Statistical analysis
The statistical design used a series of mixed-model and repeatedmeasures ANOVAs to assess group differences for cross-correlation and
RMS measures between good and poor readers. When appropriate, post
hoc ANOVAs were conducted using repeated measures whenever possible to maximize statistical power. Repeated-measures ANOVA p values
⬍0.05 were considered statistically significant.
Pearson’s correlations were performed between measures of cortical
speech envelope processing and standardized measures of reading and
phonological processing. To prevent spurious results from correlation
analyses and t tests, which can be overly biased by outlying data points, all
raw cortical asymmetry values beyond 2 SDs of the mean were moved to
the 2 SD point for that particular measure. Across cortical measures, two
data points (out of a total of 69) were moved to the 2 SD point. Pearson’s
correlations p values ⱕ0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Results
The goal of this work was to examine the relationship between
reading ability and obligatory cortical representation of slow
temporal cues in speech. Toward this end, we analyzed the data in
two ways. First, we reasoned that if such a relationship exists, then
neurophysiologic differences would be evident when comparing
subjects at the tails of the reading distribution. Therefore, we

Cortical envelope representation in “good” and
“poor” readers
Figure 1 shows grand average cortical responses to clear (top left)
and compressed (top right) speech sentences from good and poor
reading groups. These two conditions were plotted because they
represent the most intelligible and most challenging speech conditions, and impaired populations often reveal abnormal perception and representation of speech only in difficult listening conditions (Watson et al., 1990; Cunningham et al., 2001; Bradlow et
al., 2003).
Speech envelope phase-locking precision
Our previous work in unimpaired readers described three metrics of speech envelope representation in cortex (Abrams et al.,
2008): (1) precision, (2) timing, and (3) magnitude. To investigate precision and timing of envelope phase locking, we crosscorrelated the broadband stimulus envelope with left- and righthemisphere temporal electrode responses, and plotted mean
correlograms for clear (Fig. 1, bottom left) and compressed (Fig.
1, bottom right) conditions in good and poor readers. For the
clear speech condition, correlograms for both reading groups
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Figure 2. Average phase-locking precision (top) and timing (bottom) values. Values represent the average collapsed left- (blue; T3, T5, Tp7) and right- (red; T4, T6, Tp8) hemisphere
results. Error bars represent 1 SEM.

indicated asymmetry for phase-locking precision, seen as the
y-axis of the correlogram: correlogram peaks were considerably
greater in right-hemisphere electrodes for both groups. These
observations were investigated with a 2 ⫻ (3 ⫻ 2) mixed-model
ANOVA [group ⫻ (electrode ⫻ hemisphere)] with repeated
measures (RM) on the final two factors. The dependent variable
in this analysis was the Fisher’s Z⬘ value associated with the peak
Pearson’s r value for each subject from three paired electrode sites
in response to the clear speech condition. Results confirmed our
observations that Pearson’s r values were greater in the right
hemisphere in the clear speech condition (main effect of hemisphere: F(1,14) ⫽ 9.83, p ⫽ 0.007) (Fig. 2) and were similar between groups (main effect of group: F(1,14) ⫽ 0.0001, p ⫽ 0.992;
hemisphere ⫻ group interaction: F(1,14) ⫽ 0.27, p ⫽ 0.61). The
same rightward asymmetric pattern was seen for the conversational condition in both groups (main effect of hemisphere:
F(1,14) ⫽ 7.54, p ⫽ 0.016; main effect of group: F(1,14) ⫽ 0.20, p ⫽
0.66; hemisphere ⫻ group interaction: F(1,14) ⫽ 0.02, p ⫽ 0.88).
In contrast, in the compressed speech condition, while good
readers showed the same pattern of right-dominant asymmetry
for precision of phase locking, poor readers showed a strikingly
different pattern of activation. Specifically, phase-locking precision appeared to be represented symmetrically across cerebral
hemispheres (Fig. 1, bottom right). These observations were confirmed with statistical analyses: in compressed speech, ANOVA
results failed to show a main effect of hemisphere (F(1,14) ⫽ 2.79,
p ⫽ 0.12) but did show a near-significant interaction (hemisphere ⫻ group: F(1,14) ⫽ 4.387, p ⫽ 0.055). Post hoc analyses
confirmed that good readers continued to show right-dominant
asymmetry for precision of phase locking in the compressed condition [3 ⫻ 2 RMANOVA (electrode ⫻ hemisphere) main effect
of hemisphere: F(1,7) ⫽ 5.577, p ⫽ 0.050]. In contrast, r values in
poor readers were statistically similar between right- and lefthemisphere electrodes (main effect of hemisphere: F(1,7) ⫽ 0.12,
p ⫽ 0.74). These data indicate that in clear and conversational
speech conditions, right-hemisphere auditory cortex was dominant for phase-locking precision in both good and poor readers,
but when presented with compressed speech, only good readers
showed right-hemisphere asymmetry.
Speech envelope phase-locking timing
We investigated the timing of cortical phase locking to the speech
envelope by analyzing the lags of subjects’ correlogram peaks. A
pattern that was evident across conditions was that good readers
had earlier lags in right-hemisphere electrodes (Fig. 1, bottom)
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than left-hemisphere electrodes. In contrast, poor readers
showed later lags in right-hemisphere electrodes than in the left
(Fig. 2, bottom right). We performed a 2 ⫻ (3 ⫻ 3 ⫻ 2) mixedmodel ANOVA (group ⫻ stimulus ⫻ electrode ⫻ hemisphere)
with repeated measures on the final three factors with lags as the
dependent variable and found a significant interaction of hemisphere ⫻ group (F(1,14) ⫽ 16.44, p ⫽ 0.001). Since there was no
main effect of stimulus condition (F(2,28) ⫽ 1.33, p ⫽ 0.28), hemisphere ⫻ stimulus ⫻ group interaction (F(2,28) ⫽ 0.04, p ⫽ 0.96),
or two-way interaction involving stimulus (F ⬍ 1.7, p ⬎ 0.15 for
all two-way interactions), we collapsed results across the three
stimulus conditions for post hoc analyses to improve statistical
power. Consistent with our observations, poor readers’ cortical
responses were both later in the right hemisphere [post hoc 2 ⫻ 3
mixed-model ANOVA (group vs right-hemi electrodes): main
effect of group: F(1,46) ⫽ 6.675, p ⫽ 0.013] and earlier in the left
hemisphere (main effect of group: F(1,46) ⫽ 6.147, p ⫽ 0.017)
than in good readers. This result indicates a fundamentally different pattern of timing for cortical speech envelope representation in poor readers than in good readers.
Onset and speech envelope magnitude
To examine the magnitude of activation across left- and righthemisphere auditory cortex, we performed RMS amplitude analyses on the “onset” and “envelope-following” portions of the
response (Abrams et al., 2008) (Fig. 3). Mean RMS amplitude in
the onset segment did not appear to indicate group differences
(supplemental Fig. 2, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material), a result that was confirmed with a 2 ⫻ (3 ⫻ 3 ⫻
2) mixed-model ANOVA [group ⫻ (stimulus ⫻ electrode ⫻
hemisphere)] with repeated measures on the final three factors
using onset RMS amplitude as the dependent variable (F ⱕ2.7,
p ⬎ 0.080 for all main effects and interactions involving group).
For the envelope-following period, we first observed that the two
rostralmost electrode pairs, T3–T4 and Tp7–Tp8, appeared to
show different patterns of asymmetry in the two reading groups
across stimulus conditions. Consistent with this observation, an
investigation with a 2 ⫻ (3 ⫻ 3 ⫻ 2) mixed-model ANOVA using
envelope-following RMS amplitude as the dependent variable
showed a significant interaction of group ⫻ electrode ⫻ hemisphere (F(2,28) ⫽ 4.28, p ⫽ 0.024). Post hoc ANOVAs revealed that
good readers had larger responses in right-hemisphere electrodes
in two of three electrode pairs (both T3–T4 and Tp7–Tp8 electrode pairs: F(1,7) ⱖ 15.75, p ⱕ 0.005; T5–T6: F(1,7) ⫽ 1.99, p ⫽
0.20), while poor readers were symmetric in all three electrode
pairs (F(1,7) ⱕ 0.60, p ⱖ 0.46).
Additionally, it appeared that there were qualitatively different hemispheric response patterns in the compressed speech condition between good and poor readers. Specifically, it appeared
that poor readers showed diminished asymmetry in the compressed condition, while good readers showed robust rightdominant asymmetry.
To examine this, we performed a post hoc 2 ⫻ (2 ⫻ 2) ANOVA
[group ⫻ (electrode ⫻ hemisphere)] in which we isolated the
magnitude analysis to the compressed speech condition and the
two electrode pairs that indicated significant asymmetry in good
readers (T3 and T4; Tp7 and Tp8). Consistent with our observations, results indicated different patterns of asymmetry between
good and poor readers in the compressed speech condition
(hemisphere ⫻ group interaction: F(1,14) ⫽ 5.94, p ⫽ 0.029).
Within-group ANOVAs revealed that good readers had larger
responses in right-hemisphere electrodes in the compressed
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speech condition (F(1,7) ⫽ 12.40, p ⫽
0.01), while poor readers’ response amplitudes were symmetric (F(1,7) ⫽ 0.236, p ⫽
0.64).
Cortical envelope representation and its
relationship to measures of reading and
phonological processing
To examine the generality of the speech
envelope–reading relationship, and to rule
out the possibility that good versus poor
reader group differences were driven by a
few deviant cases, we examined the relationship between cortical measures and
reading ability across all subjects (n ⫽ 23).
Results indicate that all three measures of
cortical function significantly correlated
with this measure of reading (Fig. 4, top),
and these measures of cortical function accounted for 17– 41% of the variability in
reading scores. Significant relationships
were also found between two of the cortical measures, phase-locking precision and
magnitude, and a standardized measure of
phonological processing (Woodcock and
Johnson, 1989) (composite score derived
from the Incomplete Words and Sound
Blending subtests; r ⬎ 0.5, p ⬍ 0.01 for cortical–phonological processing correlations)
(Fig. 4, bottom). Phase-locking precision
and magnitude asymmetries accounted for
29% and 50% of the variability in phonological processing scores, respectively.

Figure 3. Average phase-locking magnitude for the envelope-following period measured at six electrode locations. The
envelope-following period was defined as 250 –1500 ms (clear and conversational speech conditions) or 250 –750 ms (compressed speech condition). Blue symbols represent left-hemisphere electrodes, and red symbols represent right-hemisphere
electrodes.

Effects of handedness
Left-handed and ambidextrous individuals often have reversed (i.e., righthemisphere) cerebral dominance for language. It is not known how dominance for
Figure 4. Three measures of cortical speech envelope representation and standardized measures of reading (top row) and
language is related to cerebral asymmetries
phonological processing (bottom row). The ordinate for all plots is standard score. Left column, The abscissa is the left- and
for temporal information in acoustic sig- right-hemisphere r values from the cross-correlation analysis of the compressed speech condition, entered into the asymmetry
nals, and we wanted to rule out handed- index (R ⫺ L)/(R ⫹ L). Middle column, The abscissa is the left- and right-hemisphere lags from the cross-correlation analysis,
ness as a contributing factor to group dif- averaged across the three speech conditions, and entered into the asymmetry index (R ⫺ L)/(R ⫹ L). Right column, The abscissa
ferences described here. To this end, we is the left- (T3 and Tp7) and right- (T4 and Tp8) hemisphere envelope-following RMS amplitude for the compressed speech
reperformed all correlation analyses after condition, entered into the asymmetry index (R ⫺ L)/(R ⫹ L).
removing the four subjects who reported
as either left handed or ambidextrous. Resample is representative of this population. It is noted that the
sults were identical to those described in the original analysis
current developmental literature favors a definition of reading
(which included all subjects) with one exception: the correlation
difficulty that is not IQ dependent (Gustafson and Samuelsson,
between reading and phase-locking magnitude asymmetry failed
1999; Vellutino et al., 2000). Nevertheless, we wanted to rule out
to reach statistical significance ( p ⫽ 0.170). Nevertheless, this
the possibility that IQ was driving correlations between cortical
particular cortical measure still predicted ⬎50% of the variance
representations of the speech envelope and standardized meain phonological processing scores across right-handed subjects
sures of reading and phonological processing. First, we reper(r ⫽ 0.719, p ⬍ 0.001).
formed all correlation analyses while covarying for nonverbal IQ.
Correlations results were the same after covarying for IQ with one
Effects of intelligence quotient
exception: the correlation between reading and magnitude asymIt is noted that there was a marginal group difference with respect
metry failed to reach significance ( p ⫽ 0.127), although this corto nonverbal intelligence quotient (IQ) in good versus poor
tical measure still predicted ⬎48% of the variance in phonologireader comparison (n ⫽ 8 in each group) (Table 1), and the entire
cal processing scores (r ⫽ 0.696, p ⬍ 0.001). Second, we
sample (n ⫽ 23) showed a significant correlation between readperformed Pearson’s correlations between IQ and the three coring scores and IQ (r ⫽ 0.418, p ⫽ 0.047). Previous evidence
tical measures of speech envelope processing, and results showed
suggests that reading impairments are associated with slightly
no significant relationships between these variables ( p ⬎ 0.10 for
lower IQ than normal subjects (Wechsler, 1991) such that our
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all three cortical measures). Finally, we performed a linear multiple regression analysis in which reading score was the dependent variable and the three cortical measures and nonverbal IQ
were predictors. Results indicated that together these predictors
explained 50% of the variance in reading scores (r ⫽ 0.71; F(4,18)
⫽ 4.58, p ⫽ 0.010). Furthermore, cortical lag contributed significantly to reading scores (t ⫽ 2.32, p ⫽ 0.032), while the other
variables, including nonverbal IQ, did not (t ⬍ 1.1, p ⬎ 0.25 for
precision, magnitude, and IQ). Similar multiple regression results were seen when phonological processing score served as the
dependent variable (r ⫽ 0.72, F(4,18) ⫽ 4.74, p ⬍ 0.01; speech
envelope magnitude: t ⫽ 2.8, p ⫽ 0.013; all other predictors,
including nonverbal IQ: t ⬍ 0.5, p ⬎ 0.6).

Discussion
We measured cortical evoked potentials that represent the speech
envelope in a group of children with a range of reading abilities.
Across speech conditions, good readers showed consistent, rightward asymmetry in auditory cortex for three measures of speech
envelope representation. Poor readers showed a variety of response patterns that differed from good readers, including a measure that differed in all stimulus conditions (timing) and measures that were only abnormal in an acoustically challenging
condition, compressed speech (precision and magnitude). Moreover, cortical speech envelope representation predicted up to
41% of the variability in standardized reading scores across
subjects.
The “asymmetric sampling in time” hypothesis and
reading ability
Current results add to an emerging body of literature describing
neural mechanisms for processing temporal features in the human auditory system. This processing scheme is described in the
“asymmetric sampling in time” (AST) hypothesis and states that
low-frequency temporal features (3–5 Hz) in acoustical signals
lateralize to right-hemisphere auditory areas, while faster features
(20 –50 Hz) lateralize to the left (Poeppel, 2003). These rates are
critical for speech perception: slow rates provide essential syllable
pattern information; fast temporal modulations characterize
many phonemic contrasts (e.g., formant transitions, voice onset
time).
Results are the first to test the AST hypothesis in an impaired
population and show that cortical processing specified by this
hypothesis predicts up to 41% of the variability in reading scores
across reading abilities. The relationship between temporal
acoustic processing and high-level cognitive abilities like reading
is largely unknown. Historically a “bottom-up” relationship has
been assumed in which precise temporal processing of acoustic
features in speech sharpens phonological representations necessary for reading acquisition (Tallal et al., 1993). More recently,
studies have shown that “top-down” mechanisms support the
refining of acoustic feature representation (Polley et al., 2006;
Luo et al., 2008; Nahum et al., 2008; Song et al., 2008; Tzounopoulos and Kraus, 2009), and that top-down signaling can contribute to subcortical acoustical representations important for
reading and phonological processing (Cunningham et al., 2001;
Banai et al., 2005, 2009; Banai and Kraus, 2006). While the current results cannot address where the sharpening of acoustic–
linguistic representations is initiated in the brain, they suggest a
close relationship between low-level acoustical processing and
high-level linguistic abilities.
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Reading ability and the speech envelope
A major finding of this study was that different patterns of cortical activation were seen in good and poor readers. In the case of
cortical response timing, poor readers’ delays were seen across all
speech conditions: timing of right-hemisphere cortical responses, which are presumed to be dominant for the processing
of the speech envelope (Abrams et al., 2008), was later in poor
readers than in good readers. While it is tempting to suggest that
poor readers are delayed for speech envelope representation, this
is complicated by the fact that left-hemisphere representations
were earlier in poor than in good readers. It is also tempting to
suggest that abnormal timing patterns in poor readers reflects
reversed asymmetry for speech envelope encoding; however, this
is confounded by the fact that other measures (e.g., precision and
magnitude of envelope representation) were right-dominant and
similar to good readers’ responses in clear and conversational
conditions. A simple explanation of speech envelope timing results is elusive given our current knowledge of temporal processing mechanisms and the biological foundations of reading
impairments.
With respect to the precision and magnitude of speech envelope representation, results showed that poor readers had abnormal cortical responses only in compressed speech. In clear and
conversational speech, good and poor readers showed similar
patterns of envelope representation. This finding is largely consistent with the literature investigating sentence perception in
normal and reading-impaired subjects (cf. Stollman et al., 1994).
In one study, poor-reading children were impaired at discriminating phoneme contrasts embedded in sentences compressed at
50% (Watson et al., 1990). In contrast, good readers were fairly
accurate at this level of compression (⬎75% accuracy). In another study, learning-impaired children with auditory processing
deficits were specifically deficient in speech recognition at 60%
speech compression, while unimpaired children showed no effect
of compression (McNutt and Chia-Yen Li, 1980). Although reading scores were not reported in the latter study, reading impairments affect ⬃80% of learning-impaired individuals (Lerner,
1989; Lyon et al., 2003). Given the correspondence between current neurophysiologic results and previous behavioral findings,
we propose that abnormal precision and magnitude measures of
speech envelope representation in cortex underlie perceptual deficits for compressed speech.
Together, results from poor readers do not present a simple
story. For one measure of speech envelope representation, poor
readers’ cortical responses were abnormal for all speech conditions. For the other two measures, poor readers were only differentiated from good readers in compressed speech. One possible
explanation for these results is that these cortical measures represent a complex constellation of neural response features, all of
which correlate with reading ability. These features include precision and magnitude measures that reflect perception of the
speech envelope, as well as a general timing delay in the speech
envelope mechanism that does not reflect perception, but may be
related to other deficiencies in poor readers.
Theories of reading impairment
Despite decades of research, the neurobiological foundation of
reading impairments remains elusive. While there is nearuniversal agreement that many poor readers suffer from a phonological deficit, whether or not phonological deficits are secondary to a more fundamental sensory deficit remains a source of
debate (Rosen, 2003; Bishop, 2006; Goswami, 2006; White et al.,
2006). While some argue for a causal relationship between sen-
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sory impairments and phonological difficulties (Goswami, 2002,
2006), others believe that phonological deficits are not causally
related to sensory impairments (White et al., 2006). Therefore,
the latter view requires that abnormal neurophysiological representation of the speech envelope and impaired perception for
slow, nonspeech signals (Goswami, 2002; Witton et al., 2002;
Richardson et al., 2004; Corriveau et al., 2007) share a common
underlying biological factor with impaired reading and phonology, but are otherwise unrelated phenomena (White et al., 2006).
Here we show strong correlations between speech envelope
processing and standardized measures of reading and phonological processing. If speech envelope representation is unrelated to
reading ability, results would indicate that the putative “common
biological factor” that accounts for these two phenomena varies
in severity along a continuum for all readers, and that both envelope processing and phonology are affected similarly at points
across this continuum, but are still unrelated. An arguably more
convincing hypothesis is that temporal processing abilities vary
along a continuum and affect phonological abilities and reading
in a proportional manner, and representations measured in the
current study reflect an important aspect of speech processing.
Those who view sensory deficits as an underlying factor to
phonological impairments in poor readers (Stein and Walsh,
1997; Tallal et al., 1998) might view the current results as evidence
that abnormal auditory representations of temporal elements of
speech are more pervasive than previously thought in this population; they are not isolated to rapid components of speech. While
abnormal representation of the speech envelope contradicts the
temporal specificity of Tallal’s hypothesis, this finding is consistent with the theory that impairments for temporal acoustic processing negatively impacts phoneme discrimination. A different
set of conclusions can be drawn from a developmental theory of
reading acquisition, which argues for sequential development of
phonological abilities in young children, with word and syllablelevel skills preceding phoneme-level skills (Stanovich, 1992; Anthony et al., 2003; Ziegler and Goswami, 2005). From this perspective, phoneme-level deficits would represent a consequence
of syllable deficits such as those shown here in poor readers.
A final consideration regarding theories of reading impairments is the heterogeneity of the reading-impaired population.
Proponents of a non-sensory-based phonological deficit have argued that the failure for all reading-impaired individuals to exhibit auditory deficits indicates that these two factors cannot be
related (White et al., 2006). Meanwhile, those who believe that
auditory deficits contribute to reading impairments have not
generally acknowledged that many poor readers do not suffer
from auditory deficits. Perhaps it is the case that the deficits underlying reading impairments are as heterogeneous as the collection of sensory, cognitive, and mnemonic mechanisms required
for normal reading acquisition. If so, auditory impairments such
as those demonstrated here may only affect a subpopulation of
reading-impaired individuals, and may serve to exacerbate this
subgroup’s phonological deficits (Bishop, 2006).
Implications for remediation of reading impairments
Much attention has been focused on remediating phonological
disorders in poor readers. One approach has been to intensively
train the discrimination of phoneme contrasts (i.e., rapid acoustic features), a method that has alternatively yielded impressive
(Merzenich et al., 1996; Tallal et al., 1996; Moore et al., 2005) and
disappointing (Cohen et al., 2005; Gillam et al., 2008; Given et al.,
2008) results. Given that dyslexic children have shown greater
sensitivity to allophones than controls (Serniclaes et al., 2004), it

is plausible that improvements seen using this method may arise
because a processing strength is being trained. Current results, in
conjunction with previous findings (Stanovich, 1992; Anthony et
al., 2003; Ziegler and Goswami, 2005), suggest that a key to phonological development lies with syllables. Therefore, additional
benefit in phonological measures could potentially be achieved if
training involves temporal cues involved in syllable-rate processing of speech.
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